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Abstract. Snooze is an open-source scalable, autonomic, and energyefficient virtual machine (VM) management framework for private clouds.
It allows users to build compute infrastructures from virtualized resources. Particularly, once installed and configured it allows its users
to submit and control the life-cycle of a large number of VMs. For scalability, the system relies on a self-organizing and healing hierarchical
architecture. Moreover, it performs energy-efficient distributed VM management. Therefore, it implements features to monitor and estimate VM
resource utilization (CPU, memory, network Rx, network Tx), detect
and resolve overload/underload situations, perform dynamic VM consolidation through live migration, and finally power management to save
energy. Last but not least, it integrates a generic scheduler which allows
to implement any VM placement algorithm. This demo will expose the
Snooze’s main properties (scalability, energy-efficiency, autonomy, and
fault-tolerance) through its graphical interface.
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Introduction

The ever growing appetite of new applications for Cloud resources leads to an
unprecedented electricity bill for providers. More than the financial cost, the
environmental cost is worrying as it threatens the Cloud expansion. It has indeed
become a major brake to the deployment of new infrastructures. For instance,
in 2010, Google used about 900,000 servers that consumed around 2 billions
kWh [1]. One can wonder whether all this energy was necessary. Indeed, Cloud
systems are often facing highly variable loads, but they are sized to face the peak
power load and their resources are most of the time powered-on even when idle
mainly for the sake of reactivity [2]. As current server architectures are not power
proportional (i.e. their power consumption is not proportional to the load they
are facing) [3], and as their idle consumption (i.e. their power consumption when
they are on but idle) is high compared to their peak power consumption, huge

amounts of energy are lost when powered-on servers are idle and this happens
often.
In this demo, we will present Snooze [4, 5], an autonomic and energy-efficient
management system for private clouds. Benefiting from its hierarchical selfconfiguring architecture, Snooze embeds different autonomic energy-efficient management mechanisms:
– switch off of idle servers,
– energy-efficient VM placement,
– server underload detection and mitigation using live migration to unbalance
the load and to increase the number of unused resources,
– periodic VM consolidation.
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Snooze Architecture

Client layer

Previous work has shown that hierarchical architectures can greatly contribute to
system scalability [6]. Following this principle of splitting the knowledge among
independent managers, Snooze is based on an autonomic hierarchical architecture shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Snooze architecture

Each server (i.e. physical node) is managed by a Local Controller (LC) which
monitors the VMs of the node and enforces the VM life-cycle and node manage-

ment commands coming from higher levels of the hierarchy. A Group Manager
(GM) is in charge of managing a subset of LCs. It integrates energy-management
mechanisms such as overload / underload mitigation and VM consolidation policies. A Group Leader (GL) manages the GMs, it assigns the LCs to GMs, and
it deals with clients VM submission requests.
On Figure 1, servers are represented by light gray rectangles. On this example, we chose to have three GMs but this number is defined by the administrator
depending on the desired level of redundancy (for fault-tolerance and performance). The main roles and associated functionalities of each component of
Snooze’s hierarchy are summarized in Table 1.
Components
Roles
Functionalities
Entry point
user interface
availability
deals with client requests
Group Leader assigns GM to LCs
load-balancing
dispatches VMs among GM
places VMs
scalability
Group Manager overload/underload mitigation
self-optimization
VM consolidation (migration plan)
energy-efficiency
monitors VMs
self-configuration
enforces VM states (start, migration, ...)
Local Controller
power off resources
fault-tolerance
overload/underload detection
Virtual Machines run applications
user-friendly
Table 1. Overview of Snooze hierarchy components

Snooze is written in Java. It currently comprises 15,000 lines of highly modular code. It is distributed in open-source under the GPL v2 license [7]. It relies
on the libvirt library which provides a uniform interface to most of the modern
hypervisors [8].
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Demonstration Scenarios

Snooze has been validated on Grid’5000, the French experimental test-bed to
support experiment-driven research in all areas of computer science related to
parallel, large-scale or distributed computing [9]. Grid’5000 comprises 6,500 cores
geographically distributed in 10 sites linked with a dedicated gigabit network.
This demo will be performed on this platform.
In particular in this demo, we will show the main properties of Snooze: the
periodic VM consolidation, the power down of unused nodes and their boot when
they are needed, the deployment of VM over distant sites, the reconfiguration,
fault-tolerance and self-healing mechanisms. Screencasts of the graphical user
interface (GUI) of Snooze have been made to illustrate this demo and will be

utilized in case of network connection issues during the live demo. The Snooze
GUI shows the hierarchy in real-time (with a configurable refreshment period).
During this demo, the following scenarios will be presented:
– a typical Snooze deployment using 50 nodes on 3 different sites of Grid’5000
(and thus on heterogeneous nodes);
– the Snooze energy management in action shutting down unused nodes;
– the wake-up of sleeping nodes when new VMs need to be deployed;
– the on-demand migration mechanism of all the VMs managed by one local
controller;
– the periodic VM consolidation for energy saving purposes which migrates
VMs among distant sites;
– the self-healing mechanisms and autonomic reconfiguration when a Group
Manager or the Group Leader crashes.
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Conclusion

Snooze [4, 5] is a scalable, autonomic, and energy-aware virtual machine management framework. Its name stands for “take a nap” and was selected to emphasize
the energy management features of the system, such as the autonomic powering
off policy for unused resources.
Snooze [7] is open-source and can thus be used by any research team dealing
with Cloud computing, energy efficiency, and resource management in large-scale
distributed systems. This demo will also point out the easiness of deployment
and management of virtualized clusters provided by Snooze.
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